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Participants

BULGARÍA

School 

Prirodo-matematicheska
 profilirana gimnaziya
 “Sv. Kliment Ohrdski”
“Julius Irasek” str., N7
3400 Montana Bulgaría

Teachers

- Ms. Boyka Simeonova
- Ms. Neli Yordanova

Students

- Monika Petrova Stoyanova
- Aleksander Yordanov
- Gergana Yordanova
- Ivanna Ivanova
- Desislava Gergowska
- Yoanna Stefanova



                 Participants

GERMANY

School

Heinrich-Hertz Berufskolleg
Redinghovenstr.16
40225 Düsseldorf
Germany

Teachers

- Mr. Nils Krämer
- Mr. Danielle Koban

Students

- Mohammed Yassine
- Nikita Jordan
- Tommy Stienen
- Brenda Barboza
- Connor Duncan Cloete
- Gizem Aydogan



               Participants

PORTUGAL

School

Escola Secundária 
Jerónimo Emiliano de Andrade
Praça Almeida Garrett
9700-016 Angra do Heroismo

Teachers

- Mr. Ana Manuela Machado Baptista de Simas
- Mr. Hugo André de Matos Cordeiro

Students

- Joao Pedro Blayer Alves da Silveira
- Nuno Miguel Fagundes Pereira
- Eliana Érica Fagundes Lourenço
- María Isabel Nunes Pereira
- Juliana de Fátima Silveira Vieira
- Renata Santos Marques Oliveira



SPAIN

School
Instituto Enseñanza
 Secunaria “Ategua”
Isabel García Recio, núm. 2
14840 Castro del Río (Córdoba)
Spain

Teachers: 
- Josefa Montilla Oliver
- Antonio Erencia Algaba
- Rosa María Ramírez Aguilera
- Francisca Garrido Bravo
- Alvaro Gutierrez
- Lidia Tornero

Students: 

Elena Arroyo
Lucía Fuentes
Juan Manuel Muñoz
Isabel Pérez
Laura Salido
Mario sánchez
Marta Fernández
Lucía Navajas
Francisco Pineda
María Alcántara
Francisco Millán Roldán
Lucía Toribio Hidalgo
Laura Tienda
Maria Jesús Alba Campaña
Mayka Ambrosio Jiménez
Ojara Baena
Alfredo Fuentes Reyes
Mariam Pérez Márquez



WHAT DO YOU DO?



ADJETIVES TO DESCRIBE JOBS



ANDALUSIA (ANDALUCÍA)

  

Geographical location
Andalusia is the meeting point of two continents, Africa and Europe, as well as the
Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea.

It is located at the south of the Iberian Peninsula and is the southernmost point of Europe.
Its  northern  frontier  is  marked  by  the  Sierra  Morena  Mountains,  which  separate  the
Castilian plain to the north and the Guadalquivir River basin to the south. To the west, the
Guadiana River separates Andalusia from Portugal in the province of Huelva..
To the south,  the waters of  the Atlantic Ocean wash the shores of Huelva and Cadiz
provinces, while the Mediterranean meets the coast in the provinces of Cadiz, Malaga,
Granada and Almería. In the east, its frontiers are marked by the Mediterranean coast of
Almería and the Levante area of eastern Spain. Covering 87,268 km², Andalusia is Spain’s
second largest Autonomous Region
The Guadalquivir River has created a fertile valley which shares its name. Along with one
of its tributaries, the Genil, it is Andalusia’s fundamental physical axis. From its source in
the Sierra de Cazorla Mountains to the East, through to its mouth in the west alongside the
marshes  of  the  Doñana  National  Park,  the  Guadalquivir  is  a  source  of  life  for  the
landscapes it crosses.
50% of Andalusia is mountainous terrain and a third of its land area is over 600 metres
above sea level.  It  has  an extensive high plateau and 46 peaks reaching over  1,000
metres.  Sierra  Nevada,  in  the  heart  of  the  Penibética  Range is  home to  the  region’s
highest peaks – Mulhacén and Veleta, over 3,400 metres.

Climate

Andalusia  is  one  of  the  warmest  regions  anywhere  in  Europe.  It  has  a  warm,
Mediterranean  climate  with  dry,  hot  summers  and  mild  winters  with  infrequent
precipitation. If there is one characteristic trait of Andalusia’s atmosphere, it is its light. The
high proportion of hours of sunshine  marks the cheerful, hospitable character of the
region’s people.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Andaluc%C3%ADa.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Escudo_de_Andaluc%C3%ADa_(oficial2).svg


Andalusia History

Prehistory and Ancient History

The revolution of the Neolithic Ages, the discovery of agriculture, the move from nomadic
to sedentary lifestyles, all came to Europe from Africa via what is now known as Andalusia.
This axis of  influence was completed with the movement from East to West,  from the
Mediterranean world into the Atlantic, starting with the revolution of metalwork and the
arrival  by  sea  of  colonising  peoples  from the  East.  This  convergence  of  fertile  land,
metallurgy and mining would produce the Tartessian phenomenon. This mysterious, long-
disappeared civilisation inhabited the south of the Iberian Peninsula from the Bronze Age
and constituted Western Europe’s first monarchy. Rome took an interest in this region,
realising that it was an open door to the threat from Carthage. Its legions appeared here
for the first time in the 3rd century BC.
The exuberant province, Roman Betis,  would form part  of  this great civilised world for
seven centuries, providing the empire with metals, wine, olive oil, wheat, philosophers and
the two first  Roman emperors born outside the Italian Peninsula:  Trajan and Hadrian.
Other peoples were to appear from the North. From the far bank of the Rhine, the Vandals
made their way down and arrived in the year 411. They settled in the Guadalquivir Valley
and in  north  Africa,  uniting the coasts of  southern Europe and northern Africa for  fifty
years. Before they were forced out by the Visigoths, they would give a new name to this
southern end of Europe: Vandalusia.
MEDIEVAL: From its arrival in the year 711,Islam would constitute a prodigious period for
this part  of  the world.  For a long period of time the Cordoba Caliphate was the most
sophisticated state in  Europe.  For  eight  centuries,  the  Moors  brought  new agricultural
techniques, botanical and scientific knowledge, poetry and intellectual development.
The  Christian  monarchs  in  northern  Spain  took  advantage  of  its  political  decay,
accelerating  the  Re-conquest.  Cordoba  fell  in  1236,  followed  by  Seville  in  1248.  The
Kingdom of Granada was the last bastion, conquered by the Catholic Monarchs in 1492.
That same year, Columbus set sail from an Andalusian port, Palos in Huelva province, to
discover America. The economic and political centre of gravity in the world now shifted.
An Andalusian city was to be the focus of this crucial  moment,  reaching its maximum
splendour for 150 years, becoming the place where “Europe’s heart beat”. Seville was the
nerve centre for the Spanish empire; its port received ships loaded with gold and silver
from the Americas, which in turn was minted and set out for distribution to other European
countries.  Later,  Cadiz  would  continue  Andalusia’s  protagonism  in  relations  with  the
Americas. Another Andalusian town, Sanlúcar de Barrameda, came to be both beginning
and end of the first round-the-world journey.

19th century

The history of Andalusia in more recent times is linked with a convulsive 19th century,
which  began  with  the  War  of  Independence  and  the  passing  of  the  first  Spanish
Constitution  at  the  Court  of  Cadiz  in  1812.  Attempts  at  modernisation  and
industrialisation,  massive  exploitation  of  mining  resources,  spectacular  increases  in
exports of wine and olive oil  are the most noteworthy factors in an economic situation
which resisted change and remained anchored in agriculture.



20th century

The  20th  century  opened with  ideas of  regeneration  and was soon imbued with  the
optimism of the 1920s. Nevertheless, persistent social instability came to a head in the
Civil  War  of  1936  and  all  its  consequences.  After  the  rapid  economic  and  social
transformation of the 1960s and 70s,  democracy  was established and Andalusia  was
constituted as an Autonomous Region in 1981, with the “Junta” (Regional Government)
as its main governing body and its parliament the supreme representative instrument for a
population now standing at around eight million.

CÓRDOBA 

Flag                     Coat of arms

The province of  Cordoba is  located in  the north  centre of  the Autonomous Region of
Andalusia. It borders the provinces of Malaga, Seville, Badajoz, Ciudad Real, Jaén, and
Granada.

Córdoba,  is  the  main  city  in  a  territory  located  in  the  centre  of  Andalusia.  The
Guadalquivir river, at its wider middle course, crosses this province from east to west and
provides irrigation for a wide plain where cereals, grapevines and olive trees grow.

Towards  the  north,  the  landscape  becomes  progressively  wilder  until  it  reaches  the
summits of the Sierra Morena, with dense forests and abundant wild game for hunting.
In the south, the land rises gradually until it reaches the mountains of the Subbética range.
These lands with their limestone soils feature spreading olive groves and white villages
and noble towns with well-conserved Baroque architecture.
This mountainous landscape is home to a varied fauna. The province of Córdoba, which
still bears traces of its Iberian, Roman and Muslim past, is rich in  traditions; it has an
outstanding  architectural  heritage,  and  its  gastronomy  has  undergone  a  considerable
resurgence with the revival of a range of dishes from the traditional cooking of the region.

Córdoba, the capital city, is in the middle of the province. It sprawls over both banks of the

River Guadalquivir and is the setting for three cultures:Moorish, Jew and Christian.

The city of Córdoba is one of the most popular due to its historical legacy and heritage.
The old town has been declared a World Heritage site.
About 5 km from the capital  city you can visit  the remains of the  Medina Azahara or
Madinat al-Zahra, a court city built on the orders of Caliph Abd al-Rahman III to become
the capital of the Caliphate, the royal residence and seat of government. As legend goes,
it  was his favourite, called Zahra, who suggested he build this beautiful  city, hence its
name.

http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/malaga/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/cordoba/municipalities/medina-azahara/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/cordoba/municipalities/cordoba/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/cordoba/municipalities/cordoba/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/granada/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/jaen/
http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/sevilla/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_C%C3%B3rdoba,_Spain.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Escudo_oficial_de_C%C3%B3rdoba_(Espa%C3%B1a).svg


Córdoba History

Since Palaeolithic times, the province of Cordoba has been marked by the hand of man.
The Tartessians and Oretani people fought over these lands and the exploitation of its iron,
lead and copper mines.
The Romans conquered it, and were fascinated by its beautiful landscapes and the fertile
valley.  Numerous  constructions  throughout  the  province  stand  as  witness  to  their
presence. After the Muslim expansion across the Iberian peninsula, the territory of the Al-
Andalus  empire  in  Cordoba  became  a  major  hub  for  the  export  of  cultural  and
economic ideas in medieval Europe.
With the independent Emirate established by Abderramán I and the Omeya caliphate of
Abderramán III, Cordoba reached the pinnacle of its historical prominence. The teachings
of great men –Seneca, Maimonides, Averroes...– spread the splendour and influence of
Cordoba all over the world.
After the Christian conquest, the repopulations of the valley of the Guadalquivir by Charles
III of Spain and the social unrest in the 19th century, the province changed course towards
a  new  historical  destination.  Today  this  privileged  enclave  in  Andalusia  is  home to  a
priceless architectural heritage, which will captivate the most demanding traveller.

Landscape

The land in the province of Cordoba spreads between olive groves and grapevines and is
bathed by the tributaries of the Guadalquivir river which runs through it from one side to
the  other  and separates  it  in  two:  the  mountain  area  of  Sierra  Morena and  the  flat
countryside  of  the  Guadalquivir.  To  the  south  there  is  another  area  which  is  not  as
extensive, but higher: the Subbética mountain ranges.

Gastronomy

The cuisine of Cordoba, typical of inland areas, includes ingredients such as game, locally
produced  meat  and  the  abundant  fruits  and  vegetables  produced  in  its  gardens  and
orchards.
Olive oil  and the  excellent local wine are the perfect accompaniment for this delicious
cuisine. Travellers can sample the broad bean casserole, asparagus with scrambled eggs,
the  cochifrito  (fried  suckling  pig),  lamb  casserole,  the  typical  migas  serranas  (fried
seasoned breadcrumbs) and the stewed bull’s tail, whose main ingredient comes from the
fighting bulls.
The gazpacho and salmorejo (thick gazpacho made with bread) are delicious dishes for
tempering the summer heat. The restaurants in Cordoba have also added to their menus
Mozarabic  dishes such as lamb with honey,  a speciality  that  can be enjoyed all  year
round.



Castro del Río
Area Total. 218 Km2 (84 sq mi)
Elevation   217 m (745 ft)
Population. 7834 Hab. In 2018.

History

Founded in the 2nd century B.C. during the Roman occupation. Its original name has been
the  subject  of  some debate,  Castra  Postuniana,  Soricaria  or  Castra  Juli,  the  latter  in
honour of Julius Caesar, being the three possibilities proposed.
The Moslems saw the village's merits and fortified it heavily, appreciating both its strategic
position  and  its  fertile  terrain.  In  1240,  it  was  reconquered  by  the  Christians  under
Ferdinand III, who ceded it to the Council of Cordoba.
In 1565, it was sold to the Marquis of Priego, under whose control it remained until the
middle of the 18th century.
In the 19th century, Castro del Rio was the scene of fierce fighting against the invading 
French..
Eminent citizens
Rafael Millan, poet.   //  Cristobal Moreno Toledo, painter.
Gaspar de Alvarado, lawyer (1579-1658).
Juan Leiva Cordobes, bishop (1630-1704).
Joaquin Villatoro, musician (1911-1987).
Tomas de Guzman y Avellano, lawyer (1670-1757).





GRANADA 

Description

Granada is  music and poetry,  monuments
which are pure art, and ancient culture. This province reaches towards the skies from the
craggy  summits  of  the  Sierra  Nevada  mountains;  cities  with  breathtaking  architecture
which reside serenely in  the Altiplano region;  white  villages scattered across hills  and
valleys which slope down to the cliffs and beaches of the Costa Tropical. The province of
Granada, tourist destination par excellence, offers travellers the chance to ski in the Sierra
Nevada  mountains,  discover  hidden  villages  in  the  Alpujarra  region,  explore  the  last
frontier of the Al-Andalus empire in eastern Granada or stay in caves and experience a
troglodyte’s lifestyle.
A land of mild warm summers and winters which are ideal for snow sports.

Location

On the banks of the Mediterranean Sea and in the heart of the Penibética mountain range.
The capital is the city of Granada.
It borders the provinces of Málaga and Cordoba in the west, Jaén  in the north, Almería in
the east and it is open to the Mediterranean in the south.

History

The whole province is full of incentives for those who love architecture and culture. The
district  of  Santa Fe was where the discovery of  America was planned by Christopher
Columbus, and Fuente Vaqueros is the birthplace of Federico García Lorca, one of the
most important poets and playwrights to grace Spanish literature.
The remains of a hominid dating between one and two million years old were discovered in
the Altiplano region of Granada. The Bastetani, an Iberian people, bequeathed to posterity
a relic of great historic and cultural value: the Lady of Baza.
Some coins struck by the Turduli people towards the 5th century bear witness to the origin
of the capital of this lovely province. In the 8th century, the Berbers conquered these lands
which reached their apogee with the Nasrids, who brought an economic, social, artistic
and cultural development whose influence can still be seen today.

Landscape

The province of Granada is characterised by a descending series of raised plains which
start at the high summits and go right down to the shores of the Mediterranean Sea. These
plains and the height of the terrain mean that the climate in winter is extremely cold. This
greatly affects the vegetation, agriculture, cattle farming and game animals.
Three  clearly  distinct  zones  can  be  seen  in  Granada:  the  coast,  the  river  plain  in
Granada, and the mountain area. Each one has its own climate, geography, history and
location which set it apart from the others.

http://www.andalucia.org/en/destinations/provinces/granada/municipalities/granada/
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JOBEU: job opportunities for young people across Europe

JOB CARD: Carolina Marín Martín
Full name

Date of birth

Place of birth

Date of death
or
Studies/Trainig

Field of 
expertise

Job/ 
occupation

Awards  
/greatest  
achievements

Spanish Celebrities

As part of the project JOBEU: job opportunities for young people across Europe



JOBEU: job opportunities for young people across Europe

JOB CARD: Juan Roig Alfonso
Full name

Date of birth

Place of birth

Date of death
or
Studies/Trainig

Field of 
expertise

Job/ 
occupation

Awards  
/greatest  
achievements

Spanish Celebrities

As part of the project JOBEU: job opportunities for young people across Europe
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